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Art Mudge receiving NH Audubon’s Tudor Richards Award in 2012. Photo by Bob Quinn.
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Field Trip Report

Winter Offshore – Dovekies!

by Rebecca Suomala

On February 23, 2014, a group of us went on a regularly scheduled deep sea fishing trip by Eastman’s out of Seabrook. The trip was partially prompted by a report from Steve Mirick of a trip he took on February 12 aboard the UNH research vessel “Gulf Challenger” during a water sampling trip to Wilkinson’s Basin. On that trip, he had massive numbers of Dovekies (717) as well as 21 Common Murres, two Thick-billed Murres, 184 Razorbills, and 14 Atlantic Puffins. Almost all the alcids were in New Hampshire waters along with 25 Northern Fulmar and 154 Black-legged Kittiwakes. Steve created a map of his route and the concentrations of birds (Figure 1).

The only company doing regular offshore trips this winter was Eastman’s and Steve’s spectacular report prompted Zeke Cornell to share the details and recruit birders to join an upcoming trip on February 23. Thus 11 birders (Chris Borg, Pam Hunt, Jon Woolf, Katie Towler, Jim Sparrell, Steve & Jane Mirick, Eric Masterson, Rob Woodward, Zeke Cornell and I) headed out on a fishing boat to Jeffrey’s Ledge with a similar number of fisherman.

It was a full day trip and the conditions were about as good as you could hope for on a winter day. Seas were two to four feet and the boat was rolling a bit causing initial distress for some of us, but it improved over time. Temperatures were relatively mild (30-40s) with winds of 10-20 knots causing some chop but still allowing great sightings. We had a

Figure 1. Map of the Gulf Challenger trip on 2/12/14 by Steve Mirick.
sweep of the alcids (Black Guillemot, Dovekie, Razorbill, Common and Thick-billed Murre, and Atlantic Puffin) and lots of other great sightings, all in New Hampshire waters. The highlights included a huge number of Dovekies (466) with some terrific, close views, great looks at Northern Fulmars, Atlantic Puffins and Common Murres, and an unusually large flock of 250 Black-legged Kittiwakes. One of the most bizarre sightings was an American Pipit, seen and heard by a few people on the boat when we were at Jeffreys Ledge, more than 20 miles from shore. We had a total of 20 species on the offshore waters plus a few more at Hampton Harbor, including a Snowy Owl in the dunes when we came back to dock. It was great to have so many sets of birding eyes on the boat. The totals for the alcids and a few other offshore birds are below. All in all a spectacular winter trip offshore.

Note: Kyle Wilmarth and Amanda Altena went out on a similar boat trip on March 8, 2014 and found that the number of alcids had dropped dramatically from the numbers on the February 23 trip, although they still had good variety.

**Highlights from a boat trip to Jeffreys Ledge, NH on 2/23/14.**

Northern Fulmar 32, both dark and light morph
Northern Gannet 4
Dovekie 466, many groups in flight along the boat or just in front of the bow.
Common Murre 16
Thick-billed Murre 7
Common/Thick-billed Murre 4
Razorbill 60
Large alcid sp. 86, too distant to identify
  Black Guillemot 8, near the Isles of Shoals
Atlantic Puffin 17
Black-legged Kittiwake 297
Bonaparte’s Gull 1
Iceland Gull 2
American Pipit 1

During January and February of 2014, New Hampshire Audubon received numerous emails and telephone calls from people who reported seeing Barred Owls perched on or near their bird feeders during the day as well as at dawn and dusk. Although Barred Owls do occasionally hunt during the day, most people do not expect this behavior and find it very unusual. Although Barred Owls feed on a variety of mammals and do take the occasional bird, they are known mainly for their consumption of a great many mice. As we know all too well, the winter of 2013-14 was one of extreme cold and heavy snows, causing the smaller mammals to travel through tunnels beneath the surface. This, in turn, made it more difficult for the owls to find as much food as they needed and hunger brought them out at all hours in hopes of finding small creatures feeding on spilled seed. A number of people who contacted us hoped to be able to help the owls get through this ordeal. Unfortunately, Barred Owls are attracted by the movement of living mammals, and there is little that can be done to help the owls in this situation.
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